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REPORT OF NUCLEAR UTILITY INDUSTRY RESPONSES

TO KEMENY COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS

PURPOSE

The purpose of this paper is to provide a report of nuclear

utility industry progress in responding to the recommendations of

the President's Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island

(The Kemeny Commission).

BACKGROUND

On April 11, 1979, in response to TMI, President Carter estab-

lished a Commission to conduct 11 .... a comprehensive study and

investigation of the recent accident involving the nuclear power

facility on Three Mile Island in Pennsylvania." The Commission

was chaired by Dr. John G. Kemeny, then President of Dartmouth

College. (A list of all members of The Kemeny Commission is

provided in Attachment to the Appendix ). The report of the

commission's findings and recommendations was transmitted to the

President in October 1979. During this same period, the nuclear

utility industry responded to TMI by creating the Institute of

Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) with a mission to promote the

highest levels of safety and reliability --- to promote excel-

lence --- in the operation of nuclear electric generating plants.

In addition, the Nuclear Safety Analysis Center (NSAC) was

established at the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI to

evaluate the accident and assist in determining the best industry

response.

In a White House paper (and press release) of December 7 1979,

the President announced that he agreed fully with the spirit and



intent of al the Kemeny Commission recommendations and requested

that the industry and The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)

comply with the recommendations. The President also recognized

the industry initiative in establishing INPO and called for

several actions involving the Institute; the President directed

the Department of Energy and other government agencies toprovide

assistance to INPO and the industry.

INDUSTRY RESPONSES

An overall status of the nuclear utility industry responses to

Kemeny Commission recommendations in the key areas directly

related to uclear plant operations is provided below. A more

detailed status of industry responses to the Kemeny Commission

recommendations, including the area of emergency planning, is

provided in the Appendix.

I

SETTING STANDARDS OF EXCELLENCE

Recommendation

.... the industry must.... set and police its

own standards of excellence to ensure the effec-

tive management and safe operation of nuclear

power plants.... 

Industry ResRonse

o The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations was established by

the nuclear utility industry to promote the highest levels of
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safety and reliability - to promote excellence - in the

operations of nuclear electric generating plants.

• with industry input, INPO developed and issued performance

objectives and criteria for nuclear plant operations and the

activities of supporting corporate organizations. These

documents comprise a comprehensive set of benchmarks for

achieving excellence in safety and reliability The Institute

also developed more detailed guidelines to assist member

utilities in meeting the standards of excellence specified in

the performance objectives and criteria. The guidelines set

forth the key elements of sound programs in all major areas of

nuclear plant operation. Today, all of these documents are

well accepted in the industry and are used by the nuclear

utilities to help guide improvement efforts and measure

performance. These documents are also used as the basis for

INPO's independent evaluations of nuclear plant performance

and corporate support.

• A comprehensive program has been established by INPO for

conducting independent evaluations of the operating nuclear

stations and supporting corporate organizations of all U.S.

nuclear utilities on a periodic basis. These evaluations Are

performance-based, comparing actual conditions and observed

activities against the performance objectives and criteria. A

formal report is issued following each evaluation with find-

ings and recommendations for improvement. There is rigorous

follow-up in subsequent evaluations and other interactions to

assess achievement of the recommended improvements.
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KMAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITY

Recommendation

"Integration of management -responsibility at

all levels must be achieved consistently through-

out this industry.... there must be a single

accountable organization with the requisite

expertise to take responsibility....

Industry Response

• Chief Executive Officers (CEO) of nuclear utilities have

acknowledged their personal responsibility for ensuring safe

nuclear lant operation. This acknowledgement is reflected in

their strong support of industry initiatives such as INPO and

the National Academy for Nuclear Training and in their in-

volvement in personally monitoring the performance of their

nuclear stations. As an example of this commitment, utility

executives have participated in nine annual successive CEO

Conferences sponsored by INPO and held in Atlanta each year.

The singular focus of the conference is nuclear operational

safety.

• Today, each utility operating a nuclear station has a highly

focused nuclear organization with safe and reliable plant

operation as its main objective. Lines of responsibility have

been clarified and accountability emphasized. A senior

corporate nuclear executive is designated with a direct line

organization extending down to the reactor operator on shift.

Resources and authority have been consolidated and defined

such that the nuclear line organization has clear

responsibility for nuclear plant operations with appropriate

support and authority. A vice president (or an equivalent
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position) is in place with the sole function of monitoring and

directing nuclear station operations.

REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF OPERATING EXPERIENCE

Recommendation

"There must be a systematic gathering,

review, and analysis of operating experience at

all nuclear power plants.... 

Industry Response

o The Significant Event Evaluation and Information Network

(SEE-IN) was established in 1980 as the industry's principal

program for gathering, review, and analysis of operating

experience. The SEE-IN program is managed by INPO and has

been formally endorsed by the NRC as a systematic means of

sharing operating experience among nuclear power plants.

Extensive operating experience information is gathered from

wide sources including domestic and international utilities

and vendors. For example, a copy is received of every

Licensee Event Report submitted to the NRC by U.S. utilities.

INPO reviews this information for significance to nuclear

plant safety and reliability and then analyzes it to determine

root causes and lessons learned. The results, including

specific recommendations to address particularly significant

events, are then disseminated to each nuclear utility.

Significant information of a time sensitive nature is trans-

mitted over NUCLEAR NETWORK, an industrywide telecommunica-

tions system managed by the Institute.
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• INPO evaluation teams follow up to see that the recommenda-

tions (lessons learned) are implemented at each individual

nuclear tation.

• The industry has not been satisfied to just react to signifi-

cant events as they occur, recognizing human and equipment

performance problems are frequently the immediate causes of

these events. Consequently, the industry has also established

methods o systematically gather, analyze, and learn from

day-to-day operating experience in these two important areas.

The Human Performance Evaluation System (HPES) was developed

jointly y INPO and several utilities to aid nuclear personnel

in systematically determining the root causes of human perfor-

mance problems and in developing recommendations to prevent

their recurrence. The industry has also established the

Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS) --- a comprehen-

sive data base to collect information on the performance of

key equipment in U.S. nuclear plants. The data base, current-

ly containing performance data on approximately a half million

components industrywide, is used by each nuclear utility in
upgrading nt reliability.

j equipme

TRAINING FOR OPERATORS

Recommendation

The Commission recommends the establishment

of agency-accredited training institutions for

operators and immediate supervisors of opera-

tors....
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Industry Response

• Accredited training programs have been established at each

nuclear utility under the auspices of The National Academy for

Nuclear Training administered by the Institute. The National

Academy is comprised of three elements:

- the training activities, resources and facilities of the

nuclear utility industry

- the National Nuclear Accrediting Board

- INPO training and accreditation activities

• Each plant site with training programs accredited by the

National Nuclear Accrediting Board is a branch of the National

Academy. Utilities with all key training programs accredited

at each of their operating nuclear plants are members of The

National Academy.

• All nuclear utilities are committed to having their training

programs accredited by the National Nuclear Accrediting Board.

This commitment to accreditation means that all utilities will

have and maintain training programs that provide thorough

training and retraining for not only operators and their

supervisors, but for all the key positions. Eleven operators,

craft and technician positions, covering operations, mainte-

nance, and key support functions are included in accreditation.

• The industry pledged in 1984 to have 600 training programs

ready for accreditation by the end of 1986. This goal was

achieved on schedule and today 706 programs at 72 nuclear

stations are accredited.
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• The accreditation process begins at an individual nuclear

power plant. Training programs are developed and evaluated by

the utility according to industrywide standards promulgated by

INPO. INPO then reviews the utility's self-evaluation report

and an accreditation team made up of training experts from the

Institute and the industry visit on site to assess the pro-

grams and make recommendations for improvement. After re-

sponding to these recommendations, the utility presents the

programs to the independent National Nuclear Accrediting Board

for the accreditation decision.

• To ensure the objectivity and independence of decisions made

by the National Nuclear Accrediting Board, each decision

making panel includes a majority of members from outside the

utility industry. Three of the five members of the decision

making panel come from the following:

- one member with a non-nuclear industrial training

background

- one member from the post-secondary education community

- one member nominated by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission

• This objectivity, as well as a federal presence are assured

since the charter for the Board requires this composition for

each decision making panel. -

• To maintain accreditation, nuclear utilities must repeat the

process every four years and obtain a renewal decision from

the board.
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Recommendation

"Training should not end when operators are

given their licenses.... of

Industry Response

• operator continuing training has been expanded substantially

since 1979. At the time of the Commission's report, many

nuclear plant operators were on three shifts, and others were

on four. Today virtually all are on five or six shifts. This

allows for one full shift to be dedicated to training. It

also allows sufficient time for comprehensive simulator

training.

Recommendation

"Each utility should have ready access to a

control room simulator. Operators and supervi-

sors should be required to train regularly on the

simulator.... 

Industry Response

• The industry has invested heavily in control room simulators.

In 1979, 12 simulators were in use in the United States. At

the end of 1988, 71 full scope simulators were in use with 14

more on order awaiting delivery. Most of these simulators are

plant-specific in design and located at or near the plant

site.
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• These control room simulators are regularly used by utilities

to teach and evaluate the skills needed to operate the plant

under normal conditions and to cope with abnormal and emergen-

cy conditions. Reactor safety fundamentals are stressed, and

the simulator provides an environment for teaching and evalu-

ating operator diagnostic skills needed for response to

complex lant transients.

SAFETY ATTITUDE

Recommendation

... the nuclear industry must dramatically

change its attitudes toward safety and regula-

tions.... 

Industry Response

• As reflected in the above responses, the industry has recog-

nized since the TMI accident that compliance with regulations

alone is not sufficient to achieve the high levels of safety

and reliability necessary for long term successful nuclear

plant operation. This is also reflected, in the annual Chief

Executive Officer Conferences, sponsored by INPO and attended

by virtually every CEO. The focus of these conferences is on

management responsibility and approaches in striving for

excellence in nuclear operations and in promoting an awareness

and respect for nuclear safety.

• For example, at the first CEO Conference in 1980, nuclear

utility CEOs accepted a challenge to establish a means of
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measuring nuclear station performance. As a result, an

industrywide set of performance indicators was developed.

Subsequently, each member utility set long term 1990) goals

for these performance indicators.

• More recently, the nuclear utilities have embarked on two

initiatives aimed at enhancing the professionalism of nuclear

personnel with regard to their responsibility for and attitude

toward nuclear safety. These initiatives are the development

of a professional code for operators and the development and

adoption of a set of management principles that lead to an

improved climate for professionalism.

• Each nuclear utility now has in place a professional code for

operators at each of their nuclear plants. In every case the

operators themselves participated in the development of these

codes. In addition, a set of management principles for

enhancing professionalism has been developed by an industry

executive committee. Nuclear utility senior management has

reviewed and strongly endorsed these principles, and each

utility has planned or initiated actions to ensure that the

principles are applied in practice.

SUMMARY

In summary, the nuclear utility industry has fully carried

out the spirit and intent of the Kemeny Commission recommenda-

tions in the key areas directly related to nuclear plant opera-

tions. As reflected in the above responses, the industry has

dramatically altered its posture toward nuclear safety and has

embraced standards of excellence for nuclear plant operation.

Utility senior executives, through personal involvement and by

providing the necessary resources, have initiated numerous

actions to upgrade plant performance. Standards of excellence in
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nuclear plant operation have been established and INPO monitors

the progress of each utility in applying these standards. Senior

utility management have acknowledged their personal responsibil-

ity for nuclear operation and focused nuclear organizations have

been established with clear lines of responsibility. Aggressive

action has been taken to gather and analyze operating experience

and to apply the lessons learned. Comprehensive training pro-

grams have een established at each nuclear utility to upgrade

and maintain the knowledge and skills of key nuclear personnel.

These initiatives and resulting changes have led to significantly

improved nuclear plant safety and reliability as measured by the

industrywide performance indicators and as recognized by the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission. (See attachments 2 3 and 4 to

the Appendix.) They will serve as a firm base for continuing

improvement in the future.
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APPENDIX

STATUS OF INDUSTRY RESPONSES TO KEMENY COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS

A more detailed status of each of the key Kemeny Commission

recommendations addressed to the nuclear utility industry is

specifically outlined below with focus on those most directly

related to uclear plant operations. The recommendations (and

industry responses) are grouped in the same major topic catego-

ries as listed in The Commission report. Attachment provides a

list of the members of the Kemeny Commission.

THE UTILITY AND ITS SUPPLIERS

Recommendation

.... the industry must .... set and police its

own standards of excellence to ensure the effec-

tive management and safe operation of nuclear

power plants.... 

Industry Response

• The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) was

established in 1979 by the nuclear utility industry to promote

the highest levels of safety and reliability - to promote

excellence - in the operation of nuclear electric generating

plants.

• INPO has developed and issued performance objectives and

criteria for nuclear plant operations embodying standards of

excellence. (The fifth edition was issued in April 1987 A

fourth edition of complementary performance objectives and

criteria for supporting corporate organizations was issued in
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December 1987. These documents comprise a comprehensive set

of benchmarks for achieving excellence in safety and reliabil-

ity. Today, these documents are well accepted in the industry

and are used as the basis for INPO's independent evaluations

of nuclear plant performance and corporate support.

• A comprehensive program has been established for conducting

independent evaluations of the operating nuclear plants and

supporting corporate organizations of all U.S. nuclear

utilities on a periodic basis. These evaluations are

performance-based: The evaluators compare actual conditions

and performance against the performance objectives and crite-

ria. A formal report is issued following each evaluation with

findings and recommendations for improvement. Follow-up in

subsequent evaluations and visits assesses achievement of the

recommended improvements. In addition, the evaluators identi-

fy good operational practices that can be shared with the

industry as a whole. From 1980 through 1988, a total of 356

plant evaluations and 66 corporate evaluations had been

conducted.

• With industry input, the Institute has also developed guide-

lines and "Good Practice" documents to assist utilities in

meeting the standards of excellence specified in the perfor-

mance objectives and criteria. The guidelines establish the

bases for sound programs in all major areas of nuclear station

operation. The "Good Practice" documents identify effective

methods for accomplishing various elements of nuclear plant

management and operation.

• The Institute also conducts special assistance visits, upon

request by member utilities, to provide assistance in specific

areas identified by the requesting organization. These visits

allow INPO teams, frequently supplemented by industry peers,

to assist utilities deal with specific technical concerns or
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problems., By the end of 1988, the Institute had conducted a

total of 643 special assistance visits and currently averages

over 100 visits annually.

• In upgrading nuclear plant operations since 1979, nuclear

utilities have put into place upgraded practices and proce-

dures reflecting standards of excellence. Utility senior

executives have provided the necessary resources and have

initiated and supported actions to enhance nuclear plant

safety ad reliability. Plant operational performance has

significantly improved as measured by the INPO evaluation

process, the industrywide performance indicators and as noted

by the Nclear Regulatory Commission. (See attachments 2 3

and 4)

Recommendation

"There must be a systematic gathering,

review, and analysis of operating experience at

all nuclear power plants.... 

Industry Response

• The Significant Event Evaluation and Information Network

(SEE-IN) Program was established in 1980 as the industry's

principal program for gathering, review, and analysis of

operating experience. In its development and early stages,

this program was a joint effort between INPO and the Electric

Power Research Institute's Nuclear Safety Analysis Center.

The SEE-'EN program is now managed by INPO and has been

formally endorsed by the NRC as a systematic means of sharing

operating experience among nuclear power plants.
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• Member utilities support the SEE-IN program by providing

detailed and timely operating experience information. The

Institute reviews this information along with other sources of

operating experience, including supplier publications and

events at international nuclear plants, to identify operating

experience that is significant to nuclear safety or plant

reliability. Significant operating experience is further

analyzed to determine root causes and lessons learned and the

results are disseminated to the industry.

• Member utilities evaluate and take appropriate action on the

operating experience information and specific recommendations

provided by INPO. During its periodic evaluations, INPO

follows up with on-site reviews of each utility's actions in

response to these recommendations to ensure the lessons

learned are applied.

• However, the industry has not been satisfied to react to

significant events as they occur. Since human and equipment

performance problems are frequently the immediate causes of

significant events, the industry has also established methods

to systematically gather, analyze, and learn from day-to-day

operating experience in these two important areas. This

day-to-day experience may not be significant by itself but can

provide insights into trends or patterns that reveal possible

precursors of more significant events. This data can also be

used to monitor the effectiveness of corrective actions.

• The Human Performance Evaluation System was developed jointly

by the Institute and several domestic and international

utilities to systematically determine the root causes of human

performance problems and to develop recommendations to prevent

their recurrence. This program is currently part of the

management effort at the majority of domestic utilities and
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several international utilities. Training has been made

available to all U.S. utilities during the past year.

o The industry has also established the Nuclear Plant Reliabili-

ty Data ystem (NPRDS) -- a comprehensive computerized data

base to ollect information on the design characteristics and

performance of key equipment in U.S. nuclear power plants.

NPRDS is managed by the Institute using the latest data base

management and analysis software capabilities to allow

utilities to analyze failure rates and trends. Utilities use

the results in the selection, performance monitoring,

troubleshooting, and maintenance of key components. The data

base contains engineering and performance data on about a half

million omponents in service throughout the U.S. During

1988, utilities accessed INPO computers to retrieve data and

analyses from NPRDS an average of 550 times per utility.

Recommendation

"There must be.... an industrywide interna-

tional communications network to facilitate the

speedy flow of this (operating experience)

information to affected parties....

Industry ResRonse

o The need for an industrywide international communications

network, is being met with NUCLEAR NETWORK originally

established in August 1979 by the Electric Power Research

Institute's Nuclear Safety Analysis Center. Now managed by

the Institute, this electronic messaging system permits rapid

exchange within the industry of technical information and

plant operating experience data. It serves as an effective

communications vehicle for the SEE-IN Program. Operating
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plants use the system to inform the industry of their

operating experience events, and the Institute, in turn, uses

NUCLEAR NETWORK to communicate significant lessons learned

from the events. Nuclear utilities and other participants

sent an average of 1000 messages per month over NUCLEAR

NETWORK during 1988.

• The use of NUCLEAR NETWORK is expanding in the international

area. In addition to current use by the Institute's

international participants, the newly established World

Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO) will use NUCLEAR

NETWORK as its communication mechanism for at least the first

two years. (seven channels have been reserved for use by

WANO)

Recommendation

.... we recommend that each nuclear power

plant company have a separate safety group that

reports to high-level management....

Industry Response

• Each nuclear utility continues to have a corporate level

nuclear safety review group, often referred to as the Nuclear

Safety Review Board, usually composed of utility corporate

management and senior industry experts that report to senior

management. These corporate groups typically provide over-

sight to the functions performed by the on-site review groups

and frequently perform independent reviews in many areas such

as use of operating experience.
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• In addition, many utilities have established nuclear oversight

committees at the Board level to provide independent input to

the Board on nuclear safety matters.

• Also, plants licensed since the TMI accident have formed new

on-site independent nuclear safety groups, commonly referred

to as Independent Safety Engineering Groups (ISEG), that

review various aspects of plant operation from a more techni-

cal engineering viewpoint. These groups are in addition to

and supplement the work of the pre-TMI plant safety review

committees that continue to function at each site. Plants

licensed prior to the TMI accident have either formed ISEGs or

accomplish a similar function through other committees or

independent review processes.

Recommendation

11-Tntegration o management responsibility at

all levels must be achieved consistently through-

out this industry.... there must be a single

accountable organization with the requisite

expertise to take responsibility.... 

Industry ResRonse

• Chief Executive Officers (CEO) of nuclear utilities have

acknowledged their personal responsibility for ensuring safe

nuclear lant operation. This acknowledgement is reflected in

their strong support of industry initiatives such as INPO and

the National Academy for Nuclear Training and in their

involvement in personally monitoring the performance of their

nuclear stations.
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• Each utility operating a nuclear station in the United States

now has a highly focused nuclear organization with safe and

reliable plant operation as its main objective. Lines of

responsibility have been clarified and accountability empha-

sized. A senior nuclear executive is established at each

utility with a clear line organization extending down to the

reactor operator on shift. Resources and authority have been

consolidated and defined such that the nuclear line organiza-

tion has clear responsibility for nuclear plant operations

with appropriate support and authority.

• The personal involvement in nuclear activities by the Chief

Executive Officer is reflected in high attendance at the

annual Chief Executive Officer's Conference sponsored by the

Institute, attendance at briefings following plant and

corporate evaluations and direct communication with senior NRC

and INPO management on significant management or technical

issues. Additionally most of today's senior nuclear managers

including some CEOs, have direct nuclear operating experience

and a sound understanding of nuclear issues and technology.

• INPO's evaluations of nuclear utility corporate organizations

place emphasis on line management responsibility for nuclear

safety. One corporate criterion states that "The corporate

executive assigned principal responsibility for the safe and

reliable operation of the utility's nuclear station(s) is....

the senior nuclear executive." Another criterion states that

"The responsibility and authority of each level of the line

operating organization (from the senior nuclear executive to

the control room operator) for placing a plant in a reduced

power or shutdown condition to ensure nuclear safety are

clearly defined by policy and evident in practice."

• Management responsibility and involvement also strongly

emphasized are during the Institute's evaluations of nuclear
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plants. The plant evaluation teams look closely at how

station managers monitor and support plant activities and

programs; they also examine manager awareness of plant

problems and how managers are involved in solving these

problems.

Recommendation

"It is important to attract highly qualified

candidates for the positions of senior operator

and operator supervisor.... of

Industry ResRonse

o The industry has taken a number of steps to make the positions

of senior perator and operator supervisor more attractive and

has been able to attract highly qualified candidates. The

following are examples:

- The umber of operating shifts has been increased from

three or four to five or six to provide for additional

training time and more time off shift.

- Increased opportunities for advanced education have been

provided, including college degrees.

- Corporate management has given increased recognition to

individuals when they are granted operating licenses.

- Training programs have been significantly enhanced.
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- There are additional opportunities for transfer to

non-shift jobs at the station or at the corporate

office.

• The changes made by the industry have contributed to reducing

the annual turnover rate for experienced senior operators

leaving the industry from over six percent to approximately

one percent.

Recommendation

"Substantially more attention and care must

be devoted to the writing, reviewing, and moni-

toring of plant procedures.... 

Industry Response

• Vendor supported owners groups representing each U.S. reactor

vendor type developed Emergency Operating Procedure Guidelines

for use in upgrading emergency operating procedures and to

make them symptom-based. These guidelines were based on

operating experience and engineering analysis and judgment.

Other guidelines for procedure writing, including format and

human factor considerations, were developed and implemented to

help make procedures less subject to human error.

• Using these guidelines, all utilities have completed an

upgrade of their emergency operating procedures. In addition,

upgrading of station procedures in other areas including

normal operations, maintenance, and testing is near completion

at each nuclear station. Procedures are revised as deficien-

cies are identified or as a result of a periodic procedure

review process. Training is provided on applicable procedure

- 10 
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changes s part of the continuing training program for each

discipline.

• Plant procedures are extensively reviewed for technical

accuracy and human factor considerations as part of the plant

evaluation process. In addition, personnel familiarity with

and adherence to procedures are closely monitored. Particular

focus is placed on the proper use of emergency operating

procedures by control room crews during observations of their

performance during simulator training evaluations.

TRAINING OF OPERATING PERSONNEL

Recommendation

"The Commission recommends the establishment

of agency-accredited training institutions for

operators and immediate supervisors of opera-

tors.... 

Industry Response

• Accredited training programs have been established at each

nuclear tility under the auspices of The National Academy for

Nuclear Training administered by the Institute. The National

Academy is comprised of three elements:

- the taining activities, resources and facilities of the

nuclear utility industry

- the National Nuclear Accrediting Board
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- INPO training and accreditation activities

Each plant site with training programs accredited by the

National Nuclear Accrediting Board is a branch of the National

Academy. Utilities with all key training programs accredited

at each of their operating nuclear plants are members of The

National Academy. At the end of 1988, 72 plants were branch-

es, and 50 utilities were members.

• All nuclear utilities are committed to having their training

programs accredited by the National Nuclear Accrediting Board.

This commitment to accreditation means that all utilities will

have and maintain training programs that provide thorough

training and retraining for not only operators, but for the

key positions involved in plant operations and maintenance.

These positions are:

- non-licensed operator,

- reactor operator

- senior reactor operator/shift supervisor

- shift technical advisor

- instrument and control technician

- electrical and mechanical maintenance personnel

- chemistry and radiological protection technicians

- technical staff and managers

• All nuclear stations in operation by the end of 1984 had their

programs accredited by mid-1988. Most of the programs at the

newer operating stations likewise have achieved accreditation

or are on schedule to be accredited.

• The accreditation process begins at an individual nuclear

power plant. Training programs are developed and evaluated by

the utility according to industrywide standards developed and

promulgated by the Institute. INPO then reviews the utility's
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self-evaluation report and an accreditation team made up of

training experts from the Institute and the industry visit on

site to assess the programs and make recommendations for

improvement. After responding to these recommendations, the

utility presents the programs to the independent National

Nuclear Accrediting Board for the accreditation decision. To

maintain accreditation, nuclear utilities must repeat the

process every four years and obtain a renewal decision from

the board..

Recommendation

"Individual utilities should be responsible

for training operators who are graduates of

accredited institutions in the specifics of

operating a particular plant.... Supervisors of

operators, at a minimum, should have the same

training as operators."

Industry Response

o With its commitment to accreditation, each utility is provid-

ing nuclear plant operating personnel with high quality

training that meets the needs for on-the-job performance. As

a part of achieving accreditation, each utility must demon-

strate that its programs were developed based on a systematic

approach. This includes a determination of the qualification

and training needed for a particular job, development of

appropriate materials, conduct of instruction, and an evalua-

tion of its effectiveness.

o The accredited training program for licensed operators is a

subset of accredited training programs for supervisors of
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operators. This building block approach to training ensures

supervisors of operators have been trained and demonstrated

proficiency in the plant-specific tasks performed by those

they are supervising.

Recommendation

"Training should not end when operators are

given their licenses.

Comprehensive ongoing training must be given

on a regular basis to maintain operators, level

of knowledge.

Such training must be continuously inte-

grated with operating experience....

Industry Response

• At the time of the Commissions' report, most nuclear plant

operators were on four shifts, and some were on three. Today

virtually all are on five or six shifts. This allows for one

full shift to be dedicated to training. It also allows

sufficient time for comprehensive simulator training.

• Thus, ongoing training is provided to operators on a routine

basis. This training includes topics such as changes to plant

systems and components, procedure changes, industry and

in-house operating experience and selected items from the

initial training programs stressing the fundamentals of

reactor safety.
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• In further recognition of the importance of continuing train-

ing for perators, this area is addressed on a separate (from

initial training) basis in the accreditation process.

Recommendation

"Each utility should have ready access to a

control room simulator. operators and super-

visors should be required to train regularly on

the simulator.... 

Industry Response

• The industry has invested heavily in control room simulators.

In 1979, 12 simulators were in use in the United States. At

the end of 1988, 71 full scope simulators were in use with 14

more on order awaiting delivery. Most of these simulators are

plant-specific in design and located at or near the plant

site.

• These control room simulators are regularly used by utilities

to teach arid evaluate the skills needed to operate the plant

under normal conditions and to cope with abnormal and emergen-

cy conditions. Reactor safety fundamentals are stressed, and

the simulator provides an environment for teaching and evalu-

ating operator diagnostic skills needed for response to

complex plant transients.

Recommendation

- 1 -
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"Emphasis must be placed on diagnosing and

controlling complex transients and on the funda-

mental understanding of reactor safety."

Industry Response

• During initial training for reactor operators and senior

reactor operators, emphasis is placed on the basic engineering

principles and reactor theory necessary for an appreciation

and understanding of reactor safety. This is followed by a

focus on systems interactions and plant transients and their

effect on reactor behavior.

• This understanding of the fundamentals of reactor safety is

then further examined and reinforced during the simulator

training sessions discussed above. During these simulator

training sessions, operators are required to diagnose and

respond to abnormal plant conditions that lead to complex

transients and are evaluated on their ability to maintain the

reactor core in a safe condition.

• During each INPO plant evaluation, an assessment of control

room crew performance in diagnosing and controlling abnormal

and emergency plant operations is conducted by observing crew

performance in the simulator. A key part of this assessment

is supervisor and operator fundamental understanding of

reactor safety.
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TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT

Recommendation

"Equipment should be reviewed from the point

of view of providing information to operators to

help them prevent accidents and to cope with

accidents when they occur.... Computer technol-

ogy should be used for the clear display for

operators and shift supervIsors of key measure-

mentS relevant to accident conditions, together

with diagnostic warnings of conditions.... lo

Industry Response

• Each nuclear plant has installed instrumentation, 'much of

which uses computer technology, to help operators prevent

accidents and to cope with them if they occur. The added

instrumentation includes instrumentation to detect inadequate

core cooling including reactor water level instrumentation,

and (on ressurized water reactors) saturation monitors and

upgraded readouts of incore temperature instruments.

• Computer driven Safety Parameter Display Systems (SPDS) have

been provided to enable operators to quickly review key plant

parameters. The SPDS incorporates human factors principles

and provides a continuous display of information in the areas

of reactivity control, core cooling, reactor coolant system

integrity, containment conditions, and radioactivity control.

• The Electric Power Research Institute has undertaken a number

of projects focusing on the nan-machine interface in the

control oom and has developed products aimed at providing
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useful information to plant operators during normal, abnormal,

and emergency condtions.

WORKER AND PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY

Recommendation

"Utilities must make sufficient advance

preparation for the mitigation of emergen-

cies.... 

Industry Response

• Utilities have established emergency response organizations

using personnel with a wide variety of technical expertise

useful in responding to emergencies. Members of emergency

response organizations are designated and trained in advance

regarding their roles during an emergency.

• Practice emergency drills using scenario information similar

to a real event, are held several times a year so emergency

teams can develop and maintain proficiency in their emergency

response roles. Each utility is also required to pass a

Federal Emergency Management Agency graded exercise every two

years involving local and state government officials and

response teams.

• Each plant now maintains an environmentally controlled techni-

cal support center (TSC) on site that is staffed in an emer-

gency to assist with in-plant response efforts. Emergency

off-site facilities staffed by utility personnel have also

been established whose function is to coordinate off-site
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support or the station and local, state and federal offi-

cials.

o The industry now has in place two mutual assistance agreements

in which all utilities agree to share their resources promptly

in the event of a transportation accident or a plant emergen-

cy. An Emergency Resources Manual lists emergency response

points of contact at all utilities, identifies equipment and

technical. expertise available at various organizations and

provides copies of the agreements that specify the terms and

conditions that apply to exchange of equipment or services

provided.

EMERGENCY PLANNING AND RESPONSE

Recommendation

"Emergency plans must detail clearly and

consistently the actions public officials and

utilities should take in the event of off-site

radiation doses resulting from release of radio-

activity....

Industry Response

o Each nuclear utility has developed station and corporate

emergency plans to coordinate their response efforts in the

event of a significant release of radioactivity off-site.

These comprehensive radiological emergency response plans were

developed in conjunction with state and local governments to

define the actions to be taken by each party to protect the
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public's health and safety. Supporting implementation proce-

dures provide guidance for accomplishing the detailed actions.

o The effectiveness of these plans has been demonstrated through

the successful completion of regular federally graded full-

scale exercises at all plants.

0 Emergency plans also include provisions for providing timely

and accurate information to the public. Joint information

centers have been established where utility and government

representatives prepare press releases and hold briefings for

the public and media.
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(The updated 1988 performance indicator brochure
will be distributed at a later date.)
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Of"" of Gomm Ic Affairs
W D.C. 2M

FOR IMMENA7E RELEASE
Tel. 301/492-0240 (Wednesday, November 16, 98)

NRC STAFF REVIEW OF OPERATING DATA SUGGESTS SAFETY OF LICENSED
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IMPROVING

A review of data from nuclear power plants operating in this country
suggests that the overall operational safety of tese facilities has improved
since 1984. This conclusion is contained in a report prepared for the
comission by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff.

A numbtr of key performance indicators, averaged industry wide, showed
improvement during this three-year period:

-"Significant events" dropped from an average cf 2 events per reactor in
2985 to 16 in 1986 to less than one (0.8) in 1987. Insignificant events are
those associated with degradations in safety equipmert or the primary coolant
boundary, unexpected responses to off-normal operations or transients, reactor
"trips" (shutdowns) with complications, and perations outside of limits imposed
by plant Technical Specifications.

-- The average number of unplanned automatic reactor "trips" per year
decreased from 5.2 in 1984 to 32 in 1987.

-- The average number of challenges to the emergency core cooling systems
and emergency diesel generators decreased from 28 in 1984 to 17 in 1987.

-- The average radiation exposure to workers at nuclear power plants
decreased from 714 man-rem per reactor in 1984 to 425 man-rem per reactor in
1987.

__ The number of plant shutdowns required by individual plant Technical
Specifications remained low.

-- The number of events determines by the staff to be significant `ror a
risk standpoint also declined--fror a total of I,7 in 184 to six in 14,986.
These events are aefired as te failure of two or more safety systems; cecrada-
tiOn Of two or niore redundant safety systems; the occurrence of an acclaent
initiator, such S loss of offsite pwer, loss cf cooling, or main steani'lne
break; and any transient or plant upset that proceeds in a offmormal manner,
(For 1987, te staff is changing the way in which it cefines these events, and
therefore the numbers are not directly comparable with those of earlier years.
Ten Such events in 1987 have been identified tentatively.)
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During this San* 1984-1987 period, 28 nuclear Dower plants wlt a
generating Capacity of 30,800 megawatts, received oerating licenses 4-r, -e
NRC and, in 1987, five new units were licensed for low power testimQ anc egn:
were licensed for full power operation, rnging te total numcer 0� "'cersec
nuclear power plants at the end of 1987 to 109.

The staff also notes, in its report, that many plant-soecific probe!'s
continued to exist in 1987 and staff studies ave identified several areas
where safety and plant performance could be substantially mroved--including
air systems, decay heat removal, motor-operated valves and uan performance.

Other staff studies have shown tMat human factors involving eficient
procedures, eiation from. procedures, lack of aequate procedures or
inadequate training continue to De the cause of many problems.

The two-volume "Report to te U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission on
Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data -- 1987" (NUREG1272) was preparec
by the NRC's Office of Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data (AEOD).
The Office was established after the 1979 accident at Unit 2 of the Three Mile
Island nuclear power plant. It is charged with reviewing and evaluating
operating data from U.S. and foreign power reactors to identify
safety-significant events and concerns, their root causes, the significance of
the trends and patterns displayed by the events, the corrective actions taKen
to address tAe concerns and te applicability of tese events and concerns to
other nuclear power plants.

The report can e urchased at current prices ;om te Government
Printing Off-ice, P.O. Box 31-082, Washington, D.C. :137082; telephone
202/275-2060.

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 205H

011191CIA� NUSINESS
PfNA�,'rY XOR 041VATE USE. 1300
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Office of Goverrimentsf and Public Affairs
Washington, D.C. 206M

No. S-17-88
Tel. 301/492-0240

Remarks by
Lando W. Zech, Jr., Chairman

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
at the

DEDICATION OF ONE WHITE FLINT NORTH
November 30, 1988

Welcome to all of you who are with us today at this dedication ceremony.
And a very special welcome to former NRC Chairman Nunzio Palladino; former
NRC Chairman Marcus Rowden; former Commissioner, Ambassador-at-Large,
Richard Kennedy; and former Commissioner Victor Gilinsky.

We are also honored today by the presence of the U.S. Representative
for the people of the eighth district here in Maryland. Congresswoman Connie
Morella has been a friend to this agency and a dedicated supporter of its
people. At this time I would like to introduce to you the woman who will
be returning to the United States Congress to represent the people of
Montgomery County, Congresswoman Connie florella.

(Congresswoman Morella delivers a few brief remarks.)

Thank you Congresswoman Morella.

Today's ceremony recognizes the many people and organizations who
contributed to the successful completion of phase one of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's consolidation effort. On behalf of the Comission,
I would like to thank those who have worked so hard to complete this
project. We acknowledge the various contractors who worked with us or One
White Flint North, its furnishings, and equipment. We also appreciate the
active participation of the Montgomery County government; specifically, the
Montgomery County Council and the Montgomery County Department of
Transportation who devoted a great deal of time and effort to this project.

The Commission would especially like to recognize the efforts of the many
people at the General Services Administration, and their excellent
contractor personnel, without whose help this project would never have been
such a success. On behalf of my fellow Commissioners, I welcome Mr.
Richard Austin, Administrator of the U.S. General Services Administration,
the GSA Commissioners and all GSA personnel who have honored us with their
presence today.
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But as we dedicate our new headquarters, we must also bear in mind that
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is not a building, it is people -- our
employees -- who have have dedicated their careers to serving their country, to
protecting their fellow citizens.

Our mission at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is extremely important.
We are an outgrowth of President Eisenhower's "Atoms for Peace" Program.
Through regulating and inspecting the various civilian uses of nuclear
materials in the United States, we at the NRC are dedicated to protecting
our nation's health and safety.

I do not hesitate to state that the NRC could never complete such a
mission without the highest quality of professional and technical people. The
Nuclear Regulatory Commission has a great number of experts in the engineering,
scientific, legal, and administrative fields, who are assisted by a superlative
support staff. It is through these dedicated professionals- working together
with mutual respect- that we strive to achieve excellence in our regulatory
work. As most of you here today know, the NRC has regulatory responsibilities
for nuclear materials used in hospitals and for industrial and other uses. We
also have regulatory responsibilities for nuclear waste. These are serious
responsibilities and we treat them seriously. We truly appreciate that we have
been entrusted with these responsibilities by the American people and that we
must earn their-continuing trust and confidence by our performance.

Concerning our nation's nuclear power plants, I am pleased to report that
we are seeing evidence that overall performance is improving. In 1984 NRC
began trend analysis of the key nuclear parameters used to monitor reactor
operation safety. From 1984 until now, there has been a clear and definite
improvement in these parameters. In particular, -- per operating reactor
-- the number of significant operating events has decreased, the number of
unplanned automatic shutdowns has decreased, the number of safety system
actuations has decreased, the average radiation exposure to plant personnel
has been reduced and the number of precursor events has continued to decline.
We at the NRC and the nuclear industry can be justifiably proud of this
improving track record.

Along with this improvement in critical safety performance indicators, we
have seen improvements in plant reliability and availability. Recent data
shows an increase in the average capacity factors for U.S. reactors from about
59% in 1986 to almost 67% in 1988.

1 would also like to call attention to the efforts in behalf of nuclear
safety of such organizations as the Institute of Nuclear Power Organization
(INPO) and the Nuclear Utility Management and Human Resources Committee
(NUMARC). In my judgement, these utility sponsored organizations are clearly
contributing to the progress being made towards our mutual goal of safe nuclear
power plant operations. As a result of all these factors, nuclear energy as
supplied by our nation's nuclear power plants is safe today- and is becoming
safer.

Yet as we eflect on these improving trends, I believe there is room for
even more improvement by the NRC and by the industry. We must never become
complacent. As far as the NRC is concerned, we should be tough but fair
regulators, unswerving in our commitment to safety. We must continue to strive
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for excellence in our regulatory and safety responsibilities and we should
encourage the utilities and the entire nuclear industry to continue their
efforts to achieve excellence in the operation of our country's nuclear power
plants.

This headquarters consolidation will help our competent, dedicated NRC
headquarters people to work even more efficiently and more effectively. In
the short time that we have occupied this new building, I believe we are
clearly working together with more teamwork and mutual respect than ever
before. In my opinion this has improved morale, which -- I believe -- is
currently the highest it has been in the four years that I have been with
the Commission.

However, the task of consolidation is not yet done. We need to bring the
remaining 40% of the NRC personnel to our fine location here in Montgomery
County. Therefore, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission looks forward to con-
struction of our second building in order to bring together all of our head-
quarters staff. All of us at the NRC are proud to welcome you -our guests and
our friends- to our new headquarters. Thank you for being with us today.

At this point I would like to introduce to you the gentleman with whom I
share the honor of dedicating One White Flint North. Following his service
as the agency's deputy administrator, Mr. Austin assumed the duties of Acting
Administrator of the U.S. General Services Administration on September 28,
1988. GSA sets federal policy in areas of supply and service procurement,
property management, telecommunication, and automated data processing. GSA
also manages government-wide operations in building construction, leasing and
management; supply; communications; data processing, and motor vehicle and
travel management.

Ladies ad Gentlemen, it is my pleasure to present to you the acting
Administrator of the U.S. General Services Administration, Mr. Richard
Austin.


